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topophile’s fight
We are all topophile! We belong to a milieu that we 
never cease to transform, even more than it shapes us.  
The friendship we consciously or unconsciously show 
towards places deserves at least a review!

This new digital review is committed to ecology, which 
implies a method of doing and thinking that combines 
process, transversal approaches and interrelationships.

To ecologically cultivate this friendship with places requires 
a break with productivism and its countless damages. 
Topophile is dedicated to the proponents of happy 
spaces, whether they are architects, landscape architects, 
craftsmen, students, intellectuals, activists, representatives, 
citizens, dwellers, etc...

Too often we separate theory from practice, the intellectual 
from the manual, head from hand. However, there is 
no knowing without doing, nor doing without knowing! 
Topophile combines them into happy encounters in a living 
encyclopedia of topophile know-how.

Regions and landscapes, cities and countryside, houses 
and gardens, architecture and construction, fauna and flora,  
each topophile is available and attentive to their place 
of dwelling. Every surprise inspires them, every feeling 
stimulates them, every disaster affects them.

Topophile knows that every idea is a struggle.    



topophile.net
The review deals with spaces and places through the 
prism of ecology and forms a living encyclopedia of 
topophile know-how. 
   
know | the review of ideas, 
aims to ecologize our minds through the publication 
of interviews, investigations, essays and studies of 
theorists and practitioners from all over the world.

how | the review of creations, 
brings together original works of all kinds, scales 
and countries that embody an ecological, ethical 
and social approach to place and space. 

rendezvous | the review of events, 
invites our readers to enrich their topophile knowledge 
and experience by meeting the protagonists at 
conferences, debates, exhibitions, visits and workshops.
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topophile’s friends
Members of the topophile board 2021
   
Nripal Adhikary, architect
Sarah Ador, architect & journalist
Christophe Aubertin, architect
Antoine Aubinais, architect
Soraya Baït, architect
Luc Barré, architect
Rémy Beauvisage, builder
Augustin Berque, geographer
Bernard Blanc, councillor
Alain Bornarel, engineer
Patrick Bouchain, builder
Dominique Bourg, philosopher & ethicist
Pavel Cenkl, Schumacher College
François Chaslin, architectural critic
Nathalie Chazalette, architect
Paul Chemetov, architect & urban planner
Julien Choppin, architect & peasant
Cinéma Jolia, architects & poets
Paul Citron, town planner
Gilles Clément, gardener & writer
Françoise Crémel, landscaper & teacher
Michel Collot, writer & poet
Jean Coudroy, ingénieur
Éric Daniel-Lacombe, architect
Laurent Demarta, architect
Frédéric Denise, architect
Corentin Desmichelle, architect
Patrice Doat, architect
Anne Durand, architect
Timur Ersen, architect & raw earth mason
Luc Floissac, engineer
Amélie Fontaine, architect
Laetitia Fontaine, engineer
Ivan Fouquet, architect
Matthieu Fuchs, architect
Gilles Fumey, geographer
Renaud Garcia, philosopher
Jérémy Gaubert, architect
Dominique Gauzin-Müller, arch. & author
Edith Hallauer, designer & publisher
Anna Heringer, architect
Marine Jacques-Leflaive, architect
Hugues Joinau, architect

Frédérique Jonnard, architect
Pierre Jouventin, ecoethologist
Loïc Julienne, architect
Christine Leconte, architect
Simone & Lucien Kroll, gardener & architect
Tibo Labat, architecte & activiste
Clémentine Laborderie, maçonne & archi.
Margotte Lamouroux, architect & journalist
Bernard Lassus, artist & landscape architect
Serge Latouche, theorist of decline
Christophe Laurens, architect & teacher
Marc Le Cœur, art historian
Jade Lindgaard, journalist
Marta Maccaglia, architect
Philippe Madec, architect & urban planner
Alberto Magnaghi, theorist of the bioregion
Béatrice Mariolle, architecte
Nina Maritz, architect
Bruno Marzloff, sociologist
Joanne Massoubre, architecte
Fanny Muller, designer
Jesse O‘Scanlan, carpenter
Thierry Paquot, philosopher
Emmanuelle Patte, architect
Emmanuel Pezres, architect
Michel Philippo, builder
Charlotte Picard, architect
Hervé Potin, architect
Joseph Rabie, architect & urban planner
Martin Rauch, raw earth builder
Sophie Ricard, architect
Lionel Richard, philosopher
Benoit Rougelot, architect
Pablo Servigne, theorist of collapse
Clara Simay, architecte
Philippe Simay, philosopher
Agnès Sinaï, journalist
Élisabeth Taudière, architecte
Simon Teyssou, architecte & enseignant
Prabal Thapa, architect
Joan Tronto, ethicist
Julia Turpin, architecte
Bruno Villalba, sociologist
Jean-Jacques Wunenburger, philosopher
Ono Yûgo, géographe
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rendezvous
Publish your events in our participatory calendar:
→→ topophile.net/rendezvous

topophile letters
Follow us through our fortnightly newsletter:
→→ topophile.net/subscribe

the rhapsodists
Camille Morin | Martin Paquot | Raphael Pauschitz

 review@topophile.net

 @revue.topophile

 revue_topophile

 Topophile Review
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